
If Only They Could Talk
Our regular focus on equine health. This month vet

JOHN MARTIN discusses fractures in a horse’s foot.

HERE are two bones found within the hoof of a
horse, the pedal bone and the navicular bone. 
The pedal bone is a large weight-bearing bone

that attaches to the hoof wall and provides strength
and stability to the foot. The smaller navicular bone is located
deep within the hoof, behind the pedal bone. It acts as a support
for the deep flexor tendon that extends the length of the leg,
passing over the surface of the navicular bone and attaching to
the bottom of the pedal bone. 
Fractures of the pedal and navicular bones tend to be caused

by a sudden traumatic injury. In the fore limb this most
commonly occurs when excessive forces are applied unevenly
to the foot, such as galloping at high speeds over an uneven
surface. In the hind limb, pedal bone fractures are almost always
caused by the direct trauma of the horse kicking a solid object,
most commonly the wall of his stable.
Fractures of the pedal bone will result in the horse presenting

with an acute onset of severe lameness. On clinical examination
there will be increased digital pulses to the foot and heat
associated with the hoof wall. 
Examination with hoof testers will result in a positive

response to pressure being applied across the foot. This
presentation is identical to horses with an abscess in their foot
and it may be difficult to differentiate between the two in the
early stages. 
Fractures of the pedal bone will generally improve when

rested over the initial days following injury, whil abscesses in
the foot tend to worsen until the abscess is located, opened and
the pressure is released.

T
Radiographs should be taken of the foot to establish if a

fracture is present. Unless there is significant separation of the
fractured bone the injury may not be detectable on the initial
images and a repeat examination will be required in 10-14 days
for a diagnosis to be achieved. 
Once a diagnosis has been achieved follow-up radiographs

are often of no benefit. Unlike other fractures which heal by new
bone bridging the fracture, pedal bone fractures heal by a fibrous
union which is not visible on radiographs.
Fractures of the pedal bone can be categorised into seven

different types, based on the location of the fracture, the
direction of the fracture line and whether it communicates with
the coffin joint. The coffin joint is formed between the top of the
pedal bone and the bottom of the short pastern bone above it. 
Fractures which extend into the coffin joint have a poorer

prognosis for a full return to soundness due to movement of the
bone as the horse bears weight. In addition, if the fracture
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involves the joint surface and there is damage to the cartilage
covering the joint surface it will lead to arthritis.

Treatment of pedal bone fractures involves remedial farriery
and an extended period of box rest followed walking exercise
and a steady reintroduction to ridden work. The horse should be
shod in a full heart bar shoe with side clips. This shoe will
reduce pressure on the frog and minimise expansion of the hoof
by doing so will help to stabilise the fractured bone. 

The prognosis for a return to racing following a pedal bone
fracture is generally good, particularly in cases of fractures to
the wing of the pedal bone and in those cases which do not
involve the coffin joint. 

The most notable case from Mark Johnston’s own yard of a
horse returning to full fitness and success after a pedal bone
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fracture was that of Attraction. She had such a fracture in a hind
leg as a two-year-old.  She returned the following year after a
lay-off and won both the English and Irish 1,000 Guineas!

Navicular bone fractures

Navicular bone fractures are seen less commonly in the
racehorse compared with the pedal bone fractures discussed
above. 

The cause of navicular bone fractures and the presentation is
the same as for fractures of the pedal bone, but the treatment is
slightly different. As with pedal bone fractures, treatment
involves remedial farriery of fitting a full bar shoe with side
clips to help stabilise the foot, but a wedge pad should also be
fitted to elevate the heel and decrease the tension of the deep
digital flexor tendon across the navicular bone. 

The horse will then need an extended period of box rest. The
prognosis for a full return to soundness following a navicular
bone fracture is much worse than that of a pedal bone, which in
part may be explained by adhesions forming between the
fractured bone and the deep digital flexor tendon.
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